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FRANK'S BLOG
SPRING CLEANING FOR YOUR MENTAL HEALTH

 Summer, fall and winter have their fans, but spring is clearly the best season. It’s

the season of fresh starts and new beginnings, symbolized by growth and new

life. It’s a time when we’re encouraged to clean our homes and organize our lives.

It’s also a great time to give a little attention to renewing your mental health as

well.

Attending to your needs and engaging in effective self-care is fundamental to

having a clear and refreshed mind. This may seem obvious, but many of us forget

its importance. 

We all experience difficulty in taming the busy-ness of life and forget to take care

of ourselves in the process. We must actively listen to our mind and body and

understand that taking time for oneself is not a luxury or an act of selfishness, but

rather a critical element for self-growth and fulfillment.
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There are many activities that you
can do to clear and refresh your
mind. Here are examples of activities
that have been very enriching for me
and have led me toward a more
positive and mentally healthy life:

Create a to-do list of short-term and long-term
goals that you want to complete
 This may vary from reconnecting with an old friend you
have not seen in a while, to taking more time to do
enjoy a nice cup of coffee. Think of dreams you have
always wanted to achieve – it does not matter how big
or small. Having a set of goals can give you a sense of
purpose in life and guide you toward your desired path..

Try to improve your physical health
Engaging in physical activity has been scientifically
proven to play an important role in sustaining mental
health and wellbeing. With the advent of an active
lifestyle, usually a healthy diet tends to follow. Renewal of
the mind, body and spirit is a journey, and is successful
when practiced gradually. An idea would be to try walking
3-4 times a week, or eat dark chocolate instead of a donut
or other sugary snack.

Begin to renew your spirit
Practicing yoga and/or meditation can do wonders for the
cleansing of the mind. You will begin to acknowledge the
flow of thoughts circulating in your mind and skillfully
dismiss them with acceptance and non-judgment.
Research studies on the power of meditation have
reported a significant reduction in negative energy and
number thoughts consuming your day. Inwardly attending
through the practice of yoga, meditation or another
spiritual practice encourages self-awareness to help you
attune to your physical and emotional needs.
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Work on improving your stress management skills
Try your best not to dwell on issues that are out of your control.
Learning to accept the situation for all that it entails is an important
skill in reducing stress. Also, pay attention to what triggers your
stress responses to learn and prepare for the next instance.
Knowing which situations make you uncomfortable can minimize
distress and encourage better coping behaviours. 

Actively contribute to your community
This may include increasing your time during the work-ordered day
at Potential Place or by participating in more social recreation
activities, attending an employment dinner or sharing your education
experience with other colleagues at Potential Place! Helping out a
neighbor, or tending a community garden can help you feel good
about yourself and your place in the world. An effort to improve the
lives of others is surely going to improve your life too.

And last but not least, live in the here and now! Take a moment to
notice the sun and wind on your face, and notice the air you are
breathing. Sometimes we are distracted with tasks and
responsibilities we forget to appreciate life’s precious moments.
Learn how to bring your attention into the moment using mindfulness
meditation or any other mental exercises you see fit. Making a
conscious effort to notice and understand your inner and outer world
at this very moment can improve your mental health.

 So as we move from winter to spring, let’s make sure to take the
time to evaluate our mental health!
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CLUBHOUSE INTERNATIONAL IN ACTION 
 

Our Global Community Helps Ukrainian Refugees 

My morning on February 24, 2022 began at 3:50 am. 

The hum, the terrible hum of airplanes, woke me up from a sound sleep. Then confusion
and misunderstanding of what had happened and fear. Within an hour, explosions at the
military airfield and the terrible word "WAR". There was a kind of panic in my head and one
thought: "What to do?" There was a lot of fussing and packing emergency suitcase,
turning the basement into a bomb shelter. A new reality had begun! 

Voices from Ukraine 

" 
Nadia Myr, artist and Ukrainian
refugee 

"From the bottom of my heart...I
would like to thank the people
from the "Warsaw Fountain
House for Ukraine - Clubhouse
International Fund" project for
their support and quick help. I
called the hotline of the Warsaw
House to help me find a
psychologist's consultation,
because I had had hard
experiences behind me, I felt
anxiety and sadness in my soul.

Next was the road to Warsaw. Adaptation and finding a place
where I could finally breathe a sigh of relief and relax. 

Warsaw Fountain House and the Project “WDpF for 
Ukraine” became such a place for me. When I started 
to help and support other people, I felt that I was not 
alone, that together we are strong. 
Now I have a home in Poland, thanks to the members 
of the Clubhouse International community and the 
staff of the Warsaw Fountain House, I feel safe and 
warm at heart. ~Olga Kushch, project worker 
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Summary of WDpF Project: Olga is a member of the project
team at Warszawski Dom pod Fontanną, an 
Accredited Clubhouse located in Warsaw, Poland. The team
was formed in response to the humanitarian 
crisis created by the war in Ukraine. The project is supported
by the Clubhouse International Ukraine Fund. Together, the
global Clubhouse community has helped to meet the needs of
Ukrainian refugees who have experienced a mental illness.
This includes: 

• producing an informational brochure to share 
existing resources for people with mental 
illness 
• providing translation services 
• providing a safe space for learning, networking 
and self-care 

 

The first joint 2023 meeting of the Coalitions and 
Associations working group took place today, 
bringing together representatives from over 20 
recognized Clubhouse Coalitions around the 
world. 

Clubhouse International is working with these 
Coalitions to grow and strengthen the Clubhouse 
network and expand the Clubhouse approach to 
recovery. Goals include: 
• Strengthen advocacy efforts with local governments 
• Increase connection with local partners and community leaders 
• Improve information sharing and communication throughout the Clubhouse 
International network 
• Provide a vehicle to give Coalitions a voice in the work of Clubhouse International 

We Are Stronger Working Together: Coalitions & Associations 

 
In less than a year, this working group, via its six sub-committees, has already conducted
surveys, developed key messaging, and much more. Today, the group shared their
experiences/status with each other. It was both an interesting and promising discussion
about how Coalitions are helping to grow and sustain the Clubhouse Model! 

 

 

Don't Wait: Access Helpful Clubhouse Toolkits Today 
We are pleased to provide direction and inspiration to Clubhouses in their critical work of
promoting the well-being of their members.
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Our 2023 Faculty training is underway 
bringing together trainees from 10 US states, 
Canada, England, Norway and Estonia. 
During two weeks of intensive training, our 16 
Faculty trainees have received education that 
includes report-writing and learning about the important, consultative role of Clubhouse 
International Faculty. Now they are on to Phase II which includes a mock accreditation visit. 
Our Faculty team, made up of members and staff, continues to take great pride in providing 
quality assurance of the Clubhouse Model via our Accreditation process. Currently 113 
colleagues from 16 countries are busy providing accreditation for the +100 Clubhouses 
booked for accreditation review in 2023. 
Learn more: https://clubhouse-intl.org/resources/accreditation/ 

TRAINING & ACCREDITATION 

 

Our Toolkits offer a compendium of information and resources, gathered from the broad experience 
of Clubhouses and other experts around the world. 
Member Clubhouses can now access the Wellness and Employment Toolkits through their online 
portal on the Clubhouse International website. 

 

Growing our Faculty Team to Support Clubhouse Expansion! 

Strengthening + Learning from Clubhouse Colleagues in Japan 

~Serge Blasberg, Faculty 

"I wish to thank our friends and colleagues at
Clubhouses Yuusen and Habataki in Japan, for
welcoming us into their communities with such
warmth and grace. I’ve never met more caring,
polite and courteous people in all my travels." 
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Congratulations to Clubhouse Habataki and Clubhouse 
Yuusen in Japan for having accreditation visits in 
February! The Faculty teams included Michelle Chow, 
Serge Blasberg and Matt Reed. 

Clubhouse accreditation continues to help Clubhouses 
produce strong outcomes for their members in many 
quantitative and qualitative areas. Through the process, 
Clubhouses also learn best practices from one another. We have more than 100 
accreditations scheduled for 2023! 

Questions about the Accreditation process, please contact accreditation@clubhouse-
intl.org. 

2023 to date: 17 Accreditation visits
80% of Clubhouses are Accredited 

Accreditation Quality Assurance Update 

•
• 

The Clubhouse Accreditation™ process helps to strengthen the
Clubhouse Model of Recovery. 

Check out some of the awesome achievements 
already made in 2023 by Stepping Stone 
Clubhouse, Brisbane, Australia...And the year has 
only just begun! 

 
• 21 New Members 

• 218 Members accessed the Work-Ordered Day 

• 53 Members accessed social recreation activities 
• 1006 Main meals cooked up 
• 317 Breakfasts served 
• 898 Coffees brewed 
• 26 Cakes celebrated 

AROUND THE WORLD OF CLUBHOUSE 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Stepping Stone Clubhouse, Australia in Action! 
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• 599 Outreaches: Phone calls, text messages, emails, and their famous birthday 
cards! 
• 6 Clubhouse planning sessions and counting! 
• 1 Awesome donation from the Coorparoo Rotary Club for a new oven in the
kitchen 
• Wrapped up 2nd wave of their Clubhouse Evaluation Survey  
Congrats to all of the Stepping Stone Clubhouse community! 

 

Four members of The Key Clubhouse of 
South Florida will make their stand-up comic 
debuts at this year’s 7th annual Hope and 
Recovery Mental Health Luncheon on March 5, 
highlighting the theme of “Stand-Up for Mental 
Health.” 

The aspiring comedians are Leonel Myrtil, Tamara Burch, Veronica Lallan and Fernando 
Garcia. Since early January, David Granirer, who founded Stand Up For Mental Health, an 
award-winning program that teaches comedy to people with mental health issues has 
been tutoring each of the four members. 
The luncheon is presented by the Dosal Family Foundation; Senator Rene Garcia; Miami-
Dade County Commissioner, Micky Steinberg, and other community leaders. Add your 
support: www.keyclubhouse.org 

Break a leg future comedic Clubhouse stars! 

Mental Health Luncheon Features Aspiring Comedians, FL, USA 

Creating Space for Men's Mental Health in Norway 
Parliamentary representative, Mani Hussaini second
from left) says: 

 

Fear is a real obstacle to overcome, but it is possible! A simple "hello" can save the day 
and be the door-opener one needs. You can get it at the Clubhouse! 

 

Karl-Erik Derås (pictured in the center) is a member at 
Fontenehuset Nordre Follo. He has struggled with his mental health, and welcomes an 
initiative for men's mental health. 
“I am one of those who was unable to talk about my problems and really hit a rock
bottom some years ago which could quickly have ended fatally. Then I learned to talk
about the painful and difficult, and almost became a new person.”

“We need to talk about mental health, also between men.
Today I was at Fontenehuset Nordre Follo, Norway, where
Shahram Ariafar (pictured second from right) has taken
the initiative to start a meeting place for men to talk
about mental health. Thank you, everyone at
Fontenehuset who were very welcoming.”
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What’s the best part of Spring? Well, I thought about this for a while,
and I couldn’t come up with a single aspect of the season that stood
out. The best part of Spring is the season itself. Emerging from the
doldrums of winter couldn’t be met with anything better than spring.
I love the longer days. As an avid walker, in the winter, I walk in the
dark. The sun disappears by 5 pm, so I walk in the dark, nervous about
the ice under my feet. In the Spring, the days are longer, and the ice
melts away as the season warms. 

MY FAVOURITE
PART OF SPRING

-PATRICK

The warmer weather, along with the light allows me to shed a couple
layers on my walk. It’s not too hot, and not too cold – just the right
temperature to enjoy a brisk walk. Ice melts away, making it a safer
journey, and I enjoy splashing through the puddles left behind from the
winter thaw. 

Life comes back to our trees, the flowers, a few bugs too, and all the
birds return. It’s a beautiful sight, and the smells are wonderful. Fresh
flowers, trees with buds, and then leaves. Bugs buzzing around, and
birds singing. My senses are overwhelmed with the sounds and smells
of life; a refreshing break from the silent cold of winter. 

Sports fields get busier with yells, and laughter, smiles and fresh air. In
the spring we spend more time in the backyard, walking, playing and
breathing in all those scents, like a natural perfume far better than any
air freshener. Fresh air in abundance, rather than the stuffy, dank air of
a house or apartment.
Spring to me is about living, and life, and enjoying the beauty of our
communities and planet. It’s a wonderful season, and one I look forward
to every year. 
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In February you will be getting you T5007 if you are on AISH and if you are also on

medical disability you also have to bring in you T4AP slip. Bring them in along with

last years assessment which has a unique code on the front page of your

assessment. Dave or I will take that info and fill in your tax form for you and send it

off electronically.  If you already did your taxes with us last year we take from last

years info and update it for you. Remember to book a time with us by phoning into

reception and they will book it for you. If you are a senior you will need to bring in

your T4AP, T4OAS, and T5007 for us to do you taxes along with last years

assessment. If you received any grants from Potential Place you will have to see

Navi to get the slip for that. If you get direct deposit it usually only takes two weeks

to get your refund but your assessment may take more time. 

TAX UPDATEP
-LAURA

I would like to thank individuals and corporate supporters during this year. It has

helped me to be able to go to evening and weekend activities.

THANK YOU
-LAURA

 Food is low enough that I take home food to keep going during the bad weather

when I can’t get into the Clubhouse. 

Thanks for the IT money to support

ZOOM which keeps me in touch when I

am at home otherwise my BPD would

cause me to isolate and go into to

depression. 

 Over all I thank you for keeping well

and out of hospital which happened

before coming to the Clubhouse. 
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PEACEFUL
PLACE
-JUSTINA & LAUREN

Welcome to Peaceful Place! This is a space that
we encourage you to use as needed throughout
the work-ordered day. If you are feeling stressed
or need some pepping up, this space is for you!
You can come here and use the various items in
ways that may be calming or alerting. This can
help you refocus and return to your work
ordered day tasks. We have created various
resources to empower yourself in how you
support your well-being. 

We hope this sensory space will continue to
grow in the years to come. Please reach out if
you have any questions or any ideas on what to
add.

sensory space for Members
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MY TURBULENT CHILDHOOD
WITH ASPERGER’S
SYNDROME
-AIDAN

I was born on November 22nd, 1973 in St. John's Newfoundland, at the
St. Clare’s Mercy Hospital. We lived in a townhouse on Pennywell Road
that was not too far away from the beach at Signal Hill near the harbour,
looking out to the Atlantic Ocean. I have one brother who is almost three
years older than me. He is Autistic but high functioning – and is very
close to being considered a Savant with his gifts with numbers,
mathematics, and memory. It was, however, not suspected that I had
Asperger’s Syndrome, an Autism Spectrum disorder. I lived the first two-
and-a-half years of my life in St. John’s. Around the beginning of the
summer of 1976, we moved to Calgary, Alberta, in the neighbourhood of
Hillhurst Sunnyside –my Dad had landed a good job working for the CBC
radio, The Wildrose Country Network. My memories of Newfoundland are
very few and select, but not without the prompting of my parent’s
description of the place. Otherwise, they would be almost nonexistent
that far back in my childhood.

At age three, I was definitely old
enough to walk but had not
learned to talk yet. Growing up
was hard and is almost an
understatement. Upon being a
toddler, I had trouble talking
until I was about four years old
(most start by about two-and-a-
half or three). The other children
in the neighborhood would
shun me or tease me, because I
had delayed speech – I just
could not fit in. 
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In my early years, Mom and Dad were
going through hell themselves too.
Dad had battled cancer caused by
smoking cigarettes, from before I was
born to the late 1970’s. He went
through cobalt and radiation treatment
for throat cancer where the primary
tumor was in the tonsils. For what I
was going through already, that made
my life doubly worse as hell. At one
point, Dad was scared with the
possibility of facing death, and Mom,
the possibility of facing widowhood
with two special needs children. The
cancer had come back four times
before Dad had finally beaten it. In
1980, Dad had corrective surgery to fix
wooden neck syndrome on the one
side from the cobalt and radiation
burns.

I was frustrated because: I could not communicate, even though I knew
what I wanted; the kids in the hood treated me badly because I was
different, and I exhibited severe behavioral problems like screaming –
that was all perpetuated more and more by the abuse I took at the hands
of some of the neighbors (kids and even their parent’s). By age, three-
and-a-half, I was an angry and sad kid because I couldn’t express
myself. 

Both my brother and I had delayed speech, but he had an advantage
over me in terms of coping mechanisms; and because of that, I felt he
turned out better than me in life. My brother, when he found it getting
too difficult, even to this day, he would go deep within his own head
and, in a sense, would turn the world off. He would stay in his safe-zone
until the proverbial storm passed, or until he got help; then, when being
comforted by Mom, or when things blew over, he would turn the world
back on and come back to reality. As for me, I couldn’t turn the world off
when life got too difficult. Not being able to get respite, I would scream
and act out.The best metaphor I can say for this is: my brother would be
below deck on a ship protected, and I would be on deck outside
exposed to the proverbial typhoons, as the ship is being tossed. So, for
me, the trials and tribulations were harder. 
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by their higher ups. By age four-and-a-
half, I was an angry brat – seemingly
hopeless, helpless, and well headed for
disaster. 

I was apart of Language and Behavior, I
think, until about the end of the year
1978, when Mom and Dad had me pulled
out. I had suffered a lot of mental
anguish, plus a male worker employed
there turned out to be a pedophile.
Myself and several other toddlers were
sexually molested by him, and this was
done in secret behind everybody’s
backs. There were complaints made to
the administration, but not enough
evidence was found for a conviction. 

The damaged skin tissue was removed from his neck and skin from
other parts of his body was used to re-graph his neck. Although his
cancer was finally in remission, Dad had paid a huge price. He was
almost a broken man, angry and tired, having to go back and fix a near
broken marriage, and mend a damaged relationship with us all. 

Back to say 1977, when I was three years old, through all my frustration,
Dad’s cancer, my not being able to handle life; Mom and Dad enrolled
me in a new experimental program called Language and Behavior. This
was supposed to help modify a child’s behavior, but it made things
worse instead. The social workers there would never acknowledge that
it was okay to feel upset, but that my behavior was bad.For instance, I
threw the scissors across the room because I was upset, and of course
got royal shite for that. With my severe behavioral problems, I was often
punished quite harshly. Later when I finished a major timeout in the
quiet room, I was brought out and told to not do that again, without
explanation that it’s okay to feel upset. They never gave me a voice for
my feelings. I was told quite bluntly that I was bad, don’t be bad again –
never acknowledging that my feelings were valid. So instead of learning
that certain behaviors were bad, I learned that I was a bad kid. Language
and Behavior was an experimental treatment center, and the staff said
they were just following the program that was laid out 
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To my understanding, he was fired with
a permanent black mark on his
employment record. I was placed in
another daycare in 1979, but the lifelong
damage was done.I would grow up
never being the same ever again – along
with everything else that went on in my
life at the time.In around the early 80’s,
the program was shut down by the
government, noted as a failure; as for
the toddlers like me, they simply
washed their hands of it. 

There is so much to say about my early
life that I could practically write a book,
but there is only so much space in the
newsletter for it. I’ll say this: I went
through all my childhood and most of
my teenagerhood before any diagnoses
were made; I had no idea I had
Asperger’s Syndrome until I was
diagnosed by a psychiatrist in 1991
along with Schizo-affective Disorder. My
turbulent childhood almost turned me
into a monster, where I almost turned to
crime at one point in my adolescent
years. I have to say, I am sure glad that I
got the help I needed in 1991. Over the
years, I eventually got better, and
Potential Place helped me along the
way. I have so much to say, but maybe
I’ll write another transcript about my life
in the future, but that would have to be
another time.           
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WORK 
ETHIC
REFLECTIONS
-BECKY

Work Ethic Reflections, Direction and Evolution. When I
embarked upon a career in being a home health aide (Back
in the 1990s) working with seniors with dementia, was when
I adopted the work ethic to be professional and keep the
personal and private life out of it. I have worked at many
places since that had this work ethic. Since then I have
refused to mix the two. Keeping things in a professional light
helps one to be objective and impersonal. To be neutral. It
helps with focus on goals and achievement, productivity and
contribution. Work has not had a personal focus on me.

It gets confusing being at a place that
sometimes mixes the two with social
recreation in place. 
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For some reason things get clumped together in groups with me.
Church with church people, karaoke and music groups in one clump
etc. Boundaries and structure around that are strong. As to why social
rec is something I can’t seem to get into or show interest or even
attend the Christmas dinner. I have found that dealing with things in a
professional stance is very different from dealing with life in a personal
one. For example, working in home care I saw a lot of death. Many
people died and I had to be objective with things and knew it was a part
of working conditions. Sweet old lady Vera passing away was
expected, being in a care home. That time, I worked at a homeless
shelter as a client services worker, where things had to be kept
professional. Though, there were many opportunities to stray from it. I
intuitively knew just what a disaster it would be if both worlds mixed. I
couldn’t. Having the work ordered day and coming down to Clubhouse
brings about this work ethic. With the material we deal with, especially
with outreach, etc is when it really comes into play. I have kept things
on a professional level. 

Being personal and approaching things in this way is a challenge. My
time down there is taken in a serious light. Deep down, I am a staunch
perfectionist who puts a lot of pressure on myself to get quality results.
Though I’ve toned down a bit and learned that mistakes and failures
are stepping stones to learning and opening the mind and taking a new
approach to things. On the ball and proactive. Organized and highly
resourceful, each task is a serious pursuit.

I remember when working as a client services worker, my goal was to
learn every task that existed in that place. It was the idea that if I was
the one on shift and things needed to be done, would I be able to keep
things functioning and in service? I knew then that being versatile in the
workplace was a strength. When dealing with things on a personal level,
things hit harder. This was a challenge working and having major
upsets in life. So many times, I had to go on leave from work or have
had a supervisor send me home.
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Nobody knew what my private life was like or what the realities of my life
was. I know the dark traumatic troubles of childhood and my home life
have wreaked havoc in school and work for me. It was always that block
that kept me back from the goals I pursued. Those hidden effects of
trauma on the soul that one can’t figure out or deal with always lingered
about. Hidden from my professional life, I toiled for over 30 years of
working on myself. That solemn commitment to break intergenerational
trauma and curses. Those goals which started in my childhood days.For
years, it felt like I lived a double life - family and therapy work hidden. 

This Challenger Newsletter gives me a platform to bring personal
insights and my life experiences to light, to help others. The merging of
both worlds…..the personal insights from a peer. This is where the
private experiences and life comes out in a professional way and to
become the light for others in their personal storms in life.It has taken
me some time to figure out where I am to be in the scheme of work and
life. Where am I evolving and growing to currently in life? Something I
had written in my journal a long time ago was…..“

“It is not my intent to deter human growth but to have it progress on for
the benefits of others. I am a Humanitarian and my cause is the well
being and welfare of others. All of my skills, past experiences and
knowledge must be for the benefit of mankind and not to my own
benefit. I sit here and try to figure out how I can be a better peer to you. I
see your struggles and being mired in the mud and would like to support
and encourage your own personal growth so that you can achieve your
potential in life.

As your true friend, I choose to support and encourage you on your path
in life. I have always taken a special interest in the welfare and well-
being of others and have been there to help them out along the way in
life. If you can separate yourself from those around you and go into
solitude - you will be able to find yourself. Learn to stand apart from the
rest and become the individual you actually are. Embrace your true self
and individuality, then celebrate it.” If a person has a mission statement,
then this is mine. 
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DEATH
SLIDE 
-Wes R

Here’s another excerpt from the new book
of short stories I’m writing: 
 It was a very cold January back in 1981.
My friend Ian and I were walking to
Assiniboine park to do some sliding on our
Crazy Carpets. Only I wasn’t aware that the
slides we were about to slide on would be
so treacherous.

It was damn cold out! We were only
outside a few minutes and already the cold
was making my nostrils stick together. It
was sunny out too which only made things
even colder. Prairie cold is the worst kind
of cold there is, I figure. That prairie wind’ll
cut right through you no matter how many
layers you got on. Sometimes it’ll get into
your hands and make ‘em feel like a
thousand needles are stinging into ‘em.
Sometimes it stings ‘em so damn bad you
gotta stop all you’re doing, take off your
gloves and stick your hands up into your
armpits to thaw ‘em out. Other times the
cold’ll go after your feet, making ‘em go
number and number till you can’t even feel
‘em anymore. I find that happens mostly
when I go skating. I figure the cold makes
some kinda deal with the metal on the
skates to go to work on the bottoms of the
feet, making ‘em go number and number
by the second. That’d always send me into
the clubhouse to take my skates off and
rub my feet till the blood ran back into ‘em.
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 But as cold as your hands and feet get—it ain’t nothing
compared to what happens to your face. When that frigid prairie
wind hits your face, it feels like a thousand razor blades all
cutting into it right down to the bone. The nose gets it the worst.
That damn wind’ll cut into it so bad you’d swear some invisible
creature with needle sharp teeth was chewing away on it. And by
the time you get to where you were going you’re convinced there
wasn’t gonna be anything left of it but the two air holes to
breathe in and out of. Oh sure, you could go ahead and use a
scarf to cover your face if that’s your thing. The only problem
with that is your damn breath mists it all up, making the scarf
damp as hell. Then when you go to put the damn thing back on
again it’s all cold and soggy. Nah… I’ll take the damn razor
blades and invisible creatures chewing on my nose before I go
putting on a cold and soggy scarf any day of the week!

Then there’s those times like that Sunday morning when the cold
just decides it’s gonna cut right through you, making you cold all
the way down into the liquid parts of your bones. And the longer
you’re out there the more all your bones feel like they’re hung up
in some meat locker all frozen stiff and stuck in about six inches
of frost all built up around ‘em. 

 “Come on, Wes! Hurry up!” The cold didn’t seem to affect Ian
nearly as much for some reason. He was a lot tougher of a kid
than I was. He was bigger and thicker than me too which I think
helped him a lot in the winter. Plus, he was all in a big hurry to
get to the slides he was going on about the whole damn week.
Yeah, he sure was in some big hurry to get there, like every
minute we weren’t there was another minute we were missing out
on all the fun. I guess I kinda know how that feels. It’s like if I was
all excited about going to the beach or something and I knew
everybody was already there having fun, I bet I’d be in a pretty
big hurry to get there and have fun too.
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 When we got into the park it wasn’t too hard to see where the two
slides were. They sure were tall enough—scary tall if you ask me! A
they were as skinny as they were tall too. From the looks of ‘em it
wouldn't take much for a good stiff wind to blow ‘em both right over
like bowling pins. The closer I got and the more I stared at those two
rickety things the more I saw that it’d be pretty damn easy for a kid to
slip right over the side and break his neck if he wasn’t careful. There
were these wooden guards all down both sides and all that, but it still
didn’t seem to be safe enough of a guard to fully keep a kid from
falling over the side and plummeting to his death. I just kept picturing
myself on my blue crazy carpet and slipping over the side and that
would be that—Dead! Neck broken! Game over!
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Systems: PC / Mac / Linux / Xbox One / Playstation 4 /
Playstation VITA / Nintendo Switch / iOS / Android 

Would you like a relaxing game where you get to grow a variety
of crops? Do you want to interact with other people, get to know
them and form bonds? Want to customize and create your own
farm house? Then Stardew Valley might appeal to you!
Stardew Valley is a farming game simulation which you are able
to grow crops, customize your farmhouse, and learn about the
people living in Pelican Town. The start of the game, it will show
you were tired of the city life and head off to your grandfather’s
farm house to get out of the city life. You, as the character,
essentially start over from scratch to which you expand and
grow the farm over time. You can also start your own ranch as
there are chickens, cows, and pigs in the game! There are other
activities such as fishing, mining, dungeon-crawling, or earn
money to grow your farm. 

STARDEW
VALLEY
-Charmaine

A Video Game Review
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Right beside your farm is Pelican Town, a small rural town! You will be greeted by
the mayor, Lewis, who shows you around town! There are over 30 characters you
can befriend in Pelican town, so you will never be bored of talking to different
characters! Each of them has their own schedule. So, you might see one at the bar,
one running the shop until 6pm, see them work out or do activities. 

There are four seasons in the game, spring, summer, autumn, and winter. Each
season will allow you to grown different crops. Fish are also different in each
season. In each of the seasons, there are festivals where everyone from Pelican
Town gather and celebrate! Festivals include, Egg Festival, Flower Dance, Luau,
and more that I will keep a secret, don’t want to spoil the surprise! 
I recommend Stardew Valley for those who want to relax and want to escape away
from the world. The connections and activities are endless in this game. I would
even recommend taking a picture of when you start and see your progress all the
way through! I hope you enjoy your time in Pelican Town! 
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FILM REVIEW:
DAS BOOT 
-Aidan

I’m doing a film review on the movie; Das Boot, Director’s Cut (1981).
It’s a world war 2 submarine movie, which is based on the novel, Das
Boot (1973) written by author; Lothar-Gunther Buckheim, who also
wrote, U-Boat, which is another adaptation of Das Boot. The movie
director is Wolfgang Peterson, who budgeted $14 Million in U.S. dollars
for the cost of production back in the year 1981. The movie was
nominated for several Academy awards such as Best Adapted
Screenplay and many more; however, it had won Best Director and
Best Cinematography in Bavarian Film Awards, and had won several
others in different award categories as well.Das Boot would make over
$80 million worldwide back then; and would go down as the most
realistic and one of the best WW2 submarine movies of all time. The
filming companies were; Bavaria Films (a German film production
company) and Radiant Films (German public-broadcasting institution).
The original movie was written in German, but they also released an
English version too. Das Boot would be the highest grossing foreign
film in 1981.
Nowadays, several different versions of Das boot are available
including: the uncut version which is about five hours long with minor
added details, one that is two-and-half hour longs in English, and
finally the Director’s Cut which is three-and-half hours long. In my
opinion, the Director’s Cut was the best out of all the other copies
available. 
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Das Boot is about a German U-boat, and its Navel sailors, who go to
war in the Mid-Atlantic in the year, late 1940-1941. Capt.-Lt. Henrich
Lemann-Willenbrock (Jurgen Prochnow) takes command of U-boat-96,
where about half the crew are navy freshmen who are eager and
excited to fight at war. The captain ends up in charge of keeping up the
morale of the crew during the long periods of boredom, and holding
the crew together during the brief moments of absolute stock terror.
Their mission is to seek out British convoys and sink the enemy ships.
Lt. Werner (Herbert Gronemeyer) is a war correspondent, who serves
on board U-96 as a journalist documenting his experience, and those of
the other navy sailors. Through attacking a convoy, then getting depth
charged by British Destroyers, through enduring violent Mid-Atlantic
storms, and spending endless hours on uneventful watches; the new
crewmembers get a real taste of the harsh realities of warfare aboard a
U-boat submarine. Many do not make it home, and many of the
survivors would suffer the horrors of war for many years later. 

There are a few parts of the movie I really liked, but my favorite part is
when U-Boat-96 found an enemy convoy during the night time shift,
right after sailing through a violent storm for close to a month. As the
excitement mounts, the captain prepares to attack the convoy just as
the moon gets obscured by the clouds.

They launch a surprise attack firing three torpedoes on three targets. I
can just feel the rush of adrenalin that the crew is feeling. After Capt.
Henrich Lemann-Willenbrock (Jurgen Prochnow) marks his fourth
target, he suddenly spots a destroyer heading straight for them, he
calls out “destroyer”, the other four men put up their vernaculars to
look, the destroyer fires its flares, the whole sky light up like day, the
U-boat gets exposed, now they have to dive. After a brief celebration
upon hearing the torpedoes hit their mark, the crew fearfully prepares
for the destroyer’s counterattack. Depth charges are dropped, they
burst all around the boat, rocking and tossing it, the crew yells in terror
as the chaos surmounts – so the game of cat and mouse begins. This
was a very intense part of the movie for me as I watched with awe and
anticipation. From the U-boat taking damage, from seeing Johann, the
Chief Mechanic (Erwin Leder), crack up and lose his shite, from more
exploding depth charges that nearly sinks the U-boat – the boat and
the crew manage to just squeak by and escape not one, but two
destroyers, and a real arsenal of depth charge explosions.
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To say the least, this scene had you on pin needles sitting on the edge
of your seat all the way until it was finally over. I could see why this
was the most realistic movie made to this date.

Das Boot is one of, or maybe even in my opinion, the best wartime
movie of all time. There are others that come close such as: The Hunt
for Red October, or Run Silent Run Deep; but no other movie captured
the realism, the intensity, or the accuracy Das Boot had achieved. The
rotten tomatoes score was 98%, the IMDB rating was 8.4/10, and 91% of
the Google users liked Das Boot. I felt that the movie was fantastic
from start to finish.
For those that have a passion for wartime films, this is a must-see. The
movie takes you in the German perspective of WW2. The crew are
merely ordinary navy seamen taking orders from their superiors in war
for their country – no different than the British in war. For people who
like wartime sea movies, I highly recommend watching Das Boot. Some
might even like the uncut version, which is about five hours long,
otherwise, I highly recommend the director’s cut.        
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